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Trademark case: Piano Factory Group Inc. v. Schiedmayer
Celesta GmbH, USA
Donielle Tigay Stutland (Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory US) · Monday, November 8th, 2021

Panel confirms that the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) need not find that a German
company owned a US trademark rights to pursue a cancelation action.

In denying a California piano retailer’s petition for rehearing, a panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit has expanded on the panel’s prior decision affirming a TTAB decision
ordering cancelation of the retailer’s “Schiedmayer” mark on the ground of false association with a
Schiedmayer Celesta GmbH, a German manufacturer of keyboard instruments. Substantial
evidence of record sufficed to establish the retailer’s intent to create a false connection with the
German brand name. The Federal Circuit also reiterated that the TTAB need not find that the
German company owned U.S. trademark rights to bring a cancellation action (Piano Factory
Group, Inc. v. Schiedmayer Celesta GmbH, October 19, 2021, per curiam).

Case date: 19 October 2021
Case number: No. 2020-1196
Court: United States Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit

A full summary of this case has been published on Kluwer IP Law.

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Trademark Blog, please
subscribe here.

Kluwer IP Law

The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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This entry was posted on Monday, November 8th, 2021 at 3:52 pm and is filed under cancellation,
Case law, Evidence, United States
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. You can leave a
response, or trackback from your own site.
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